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1. bovines plural noun animals of a group of mammals that chew cud, including 

cattle and sometimes water buffaloes. 

2. rituals plural noun practices done or regularly repeated in a set precise 
manner and often felt to have a symbolic significance. 

3. Andean adjective of, relating to, or characteristic of a mountain system of 
South America extending along its western coast from 
Panama to Tierra del Fuego. 
 

4. scrawled verb wrote hastily and carelessly : scribbled. 

5. arrested verb taken or kept in custody by authority of law. 

6. oftentimes adverb not seldom : frequently. 

7. embrace verb to clasp in the arms usually as a gesture of affection : to 
hug. 

8. ceiling noun the overhead inside lining of a room. 

9. adaptable adjective capable of being made suitable (as for a particular use, 
purpose, or situation) or of making oneself suitable. 

10. alternate verb to take turns. 

11. Chicago geographical entry city and port on Lake Michigan in northeastern Illinois. 

12. observations plural noun acts of recognizing and noting some fact or occurrence 
often involving the measurement of some magnitude with 
suitable instruments. 
 

13. **benefited 
    OR benefitted 

verb to have been useful, helpful, or profitable to: aided. 
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14. pistons plural noun sliding pieces moved by or moving against fluid pressure 
and each usually consisting of a short cylinder fitting 
within a cylindrical vessel along which it moves back and 
forth. 
 

15. pangs plural noun brief piercing bursts of pain. 

16. abodes plural noun places where people dwell : homes. 

17. declaration noun something that is openly made known, proclaimed, or 
publicly announced : formal statement. 

18. soldiers plural noun persons engaged in military service. 

19. cronies plural noun familiar friends : old chums. 

20. peevish adjective marked by ill temper. 

21. dredged verb to make a search of or dig into deeply with or as if with a 
tool for digging earth from the bed of a body of water. 

22. **Navajo 
    OR Navaho 

noun an Athapaskan people of northern New Mexico and 
Arizona ranging also into Colorado and Utah. 

23. adjusted verb changed the position of (as for better fit or appearance). 

24. temperature noun degree of hotness or coldness measured on one of several 
arbitrary scales based on some observable phenomenon. 

25. poppet noun little one, dear — used in Britain. 

26. intertribal adjective existing or occurring between social groups made up of 
numerous families, clans, or generations. 

27. Angola geographical entry a country in southwestern Africa on the Atlantic coast. 

28. contours plural noun shape, form. 

29. republic noun a government in which supreme power resides in a body 
of citizens entitled to vote and is exercised by elected 
representatives governing according to law. 
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30. paradise noun a place of bliss. 

31. vertical adjective perpendicular to the plane of the horizon or to a primary 
axis : upright. 

32. equipment noun the implements used in an operation or activity. 

33. debit noun a charge against a bank deposit account. 

34. minerals plural noun various naturally occurring usually but not necessarily 
solid substances (such as ore, coal, precious stones, salt, 
sand) obtained for human use usually from the ground. 
 

35. container noun a receptacle (as a box or jar) for packing or shipment. 

36. economy noun a system concerned with the production, distribution, and 
consumption of goods. 

37. wrestle verb to contend by grappling with and striving to trip or throw 
down an opponent. 

38. overtly adverb publicly, openly. 

39. innocent adjective free from legal guilt or responsibility for wrongdoing or 
failure. 

40. tallyho noun the cry sounded by hunters upon sighting the fox as it 
breaks from cover—usually used interjectionally. 

41. reservation noun an arranging in advance of some accommodation or 
service. 

42. flybys plural noun flights of a spacecraft past a celestial body (as Mars) close 
enough to obtain scientific data. 

43. inlet noun a narrow strip of water running into the land or between 
islands. 

44. pandemic noun an outbreak of a disease occurring over a wide geographic 
area and affecting an exceptionally high proportion of the 
population. 
 

45. doorjamb noun an upright piece forming the side of an entranceway into 
a building or a room. 

46. torment noun extreme pain or anguish of body or mind : severe  
distress : agony. 

47. evaded verb avoided answering directly (as a question or a 
questioner). 
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48. instead adverb as a substitute. 

49. potential noun something that exists in possibility and can change or 
develop into actuality. 

50. Alberta geographical entry a province of western Canada located north of Montana. 

 


